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Brad Smith 

Gold Coast Fishing Guide 

Smithy operates the Gold Coast's longest running guided fishing service, "Brad Smith 

Fishing Charters", having operated for 25 years in 2019. Over this entire period his business 

has distinguished itself by being a lure fishing only operation. Brad frequently writes for Bush 

and Beach magazine and has made radio and television appearances as a fishing 

presenter. In a former life, he made a living from mackerel fishing..... 
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Brad’s Gold Coast Mackerel Fishing Tips 

• The three main reef systems off the Gold Coast that fish well for mackerel are Palm Beach 

Reef, Mermaid Reef and the Gravel Patches. Palm Beach Reef is the closest in, only 500m 

or so from the beach an accessible with care by Kayak or small tinnie if the weather is good. 

• Access from Currumbin or Tallebudgera creeks is via a natural bar-way and is hazardous to 

those not experienced in bar crossings. Do your research, get local advice, watch the 

weather and register your trip with the VMR at Currumbin before and after crossing the bar.  

• Mackerel can sometimes be caught through the day, but mostly the action happens in the 

morning and it quietens off in the afternoons. 

• Spotted mackerel are best from October through until April (or May if warm weather 

persists). School (doggy) mackerel are more of a wintertime target. 

https://doclures.com/gold-coast-spotted-mackerel-brad-smith/
https://traffic.libsyn.com/secure/doclures/gold-coast-spotted-mackerel-brad-smith.mp3
https://www.facebook.com/bradsmithfishingcharters/
https://www.bradsmithfishingcharters.com.au/


• It’s not common to see surface activity from Gold Coast mackerel, but if you do see birds 

working, head straight over and work the area. More commonly, hardcore local anglers tend 

to anchor on one of three or four underwater pinnacles to target macks. Finding fish can 

often be a case of finding an accumulation of boats and working that area over. 

• Smithy likes to cast or troll lures down current of the mass of anchored boats, effectively 

targeting the fish that are in the collective burley trail of all the boats on the reef. 

• Expect the tax man to be in attendance. Tiger sharks often follow schools of mackerel and at 

times it can be frustrating trying to get intact fish to the boat. Don’t throw away fish that have 

been “sharked” though, put them on ice as they’ve been bled out and can be great eating. 

• Notes: Ciguatera (tropical fish) poisoning is often associated with Spanish Mackerel, 

especially the larger specimens. It tends to be less of a problem as far south as the Gold 

Coast, but treat large Spanish macks with caution, just in case. Also be sure to dispatch fish 

you intend to eat quickly, bleed them out and put them on ice. Mackerel flesh deteriorates 

faster than most other fish species and poorly handled macks can a particularly severe 

illness called “Scombroid Fish Poisoning”. 

• Warning: Never place your fingers near the mouth of any mackerel whilst unhooking it, and 

always release or dispatch them quickly to avoid bites. Take care even when cleaning fish 

as many anglers have been accidentally cut to the bone by the teeth of dead mackerel. 

 
Smithy’s Mackerel Fishing Tackle 

• For high speed spinning and for trolling, a fast taper 7-8ft rod in the 10kg line class with a 

quality spin reel capable of holding 300m of mono line and with a silky-smooth drag system 

is ideal. Mono line gives a little shock absorption, which Brad finds beneficial for this style of 

fishing. 

• Brad uses a short length of 20lb multi-strand stainless steel trace to reduce bite offs but 

removes it and runs mono direct to the lure if the bit is slow. 

 

Smithy’s Top Mackerel Fishing Lures 
• 25-30g laser metal slugs in white, pink, red head/white body or chrome are reliable for high 

speed spinning. Usually it’s just a matter of casting long, leaving the bail arm open for a few 

seconds after the lure hits the water and then cranking as fast as you possibly can back to 

the boat. Occasionally the burn and kill (fast winds interspersed with pauses) will work, but 

generally it’s all about speed. 

• 4” Pink Squids are simple and effective. Simply place a been or torpedo sinker inn the head, 

thread your line through and tie on a 3 gang of hooks, then troll around down current of 



where the boats are anchored at around 13 knots concentrating on areas where you’re 

seeing activity on other boats. 

• Minnow lures in the 4” range that are capable of being trolled quite fast are a great option for 

mackerel fishing. Smithy likes the Halco Laser Pro and the Rapala. These can be trolled at 

6-10 knots and have the advantage of sometimes attracting an oversized cobia too. 

• Mackerel aren’t fussy and don’t get much chance to look at a fast moving lure, so a torpedo 

sinker with some white chook feathers held on with red electrical tape makes a cheap and 

effective option when bite-offs are making a hole in your wallet. 


